
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 
TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No. 164 of 2014
U/S 384, 506 of IPC

State of Assam
……………Prosecutor

- Versus-

Sri Jayanta Das @ Rohney
…………….Accused

                         Present:   Dr. Chetana Khanikar
                                  Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia

                          For the prosecution: Smti. J. Phukan, Addl. P.P.

                          For the defence: Smti. N. Kalita, Advocate

  Evidence recorded on: 26.06.2018, 14.11.2018,

 13.06.2019, 17.07.2019, 20.07.2019, 30.10.2019,

 31.10.2019

                          Argument heard on:     07.11.2019

                          Judgment delivered on: 13.11.2019

JUDGMENT

1.           The prosecution case in brief as stated in the FIR is that on

29.01.2014 at about 8 PM, the informant went to meet Majid Lari at

Tinsukia PS who was arrested in Tinsukia PS case No.63/2014.  In the

said PS he met the accused who was standing in front of the lockup,

where Majid Lari was kept. The accused had threatened Majid Lari

that he would publish news showing him as agent of ISI. When the

informant had objected, the accused again threatened that he willl

write against him also showing him as agent of ISI. Md. Abbas had

told that the accused has already extorted an amount of Rs.50,000/-

at about 11:30 AM from him by putting him in fear of causing injury

to him if  he would not paid the said money. It  is stated that the

informant informed the matter to Md. Afroz Khan. 

2.       On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case against

the accused as Tinsukia PS Case No.66/2014 U/S 384, 506 of IPC.

Police  investigated  the  case  and  on  completion  of  investigation
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submitted  charge-sheet  against  the  accused  Sri  Jayanta  Das  @

Rohney U/S 384, 506 of IPC.  

3.       On appearance of the accused Sri Jayanta Das @ Rohney in

Court,  copies  of  relevant  documents  were  furnished  to  him  as

required U/S. 207 of CrPC. Considering the relevant documents and

hearing both the parties sufficient ground is found to presume that

the  accused  had  committed  offences  U/S  384,  506   of  IPC.

Accordingly charge under those sections is framed, read over and

duly explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried. 

4.        During trial the prosecution has examined five witnesses and

adduced three documentary evidences. 

5.     At the close of the prosecution evidence, the accused was

examined U/S 313 of the Cr.P.C. with reference to the incriminating

circumstance appeared against him. Defence side has adduced no

evidence and plea of the defence is of total denial. 

6.      After perusing the records, considering the materials produced,

hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides

and the  accused the following points  are  taken  as  POINTS FOR

DETERMINATION:

i. Whether on 29.01.2014 the accused had put the informant in

fear of grievous hurt with intent to commit extortion?

ii. Whether the accused had threatened the informant with dire

consequences, on that day? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Point (i) and (ii): 

7. Here, PW 1 stated that he came to know from Samsad Lari

that Majid Lari had been arrested by police and he was in Tinsukia

PS. Then he went to PS and saw Majid Lari inside the lock up of the

PS.  Another  boy  staying  near  Majid  Lari  outside  the  lock  up

demanded Rs.50,000/- from him and said that if he does not pay the
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money then the name of Majid Lari will be published in a newspaper

as ISI agent. The said boy introduced himself as media person and

his name is Rohney. Then Rohney asked his identity and told that as

his surname is Khan, he publish will also the name of PW 1 as ISI

agent. On that time he met his neighbour Md. Abbaz near the PS and

he told that Rohney had already taken Rs.50,000/- from Samsad Lari,

the elder brother of Majid Lari. Thereafter when Rohney came out

from the PS, he, Afroz Khan and Nausad Ahmed met Rohney and

asked him about the money. Then the accused took out Rs.50,000/-

from  his  car  and  returned  it  to  Md.  Afrosh  Khan.  During  cross

examination he stated that one package came in the name of Majid

Lari.  While the courier was opened it was found that there was a

revolver. Majid Lari was detained at the PS in the day time. He met

Md. Abbas, Samir Sarkar and Majid Lari. While he went to meet Majid

Lari in the police lock up at that time in the said room in front of the

police  lock  up  there  were  some  police  personnel.  The  distance

between  the  police  lock  up  and  the  police  personnel  who  were

sitting there was about 8-10 feet. He stated that the accused did not

say anything about any amount of money to him. The conversations

between Rohney and him were for about 10 minutes. Samsad told

him that  he  paid  Rs.  50,000/-  to  Ronney.  On the  day  of  alleged

incident  at  about  8-8:30  PM,  PW 1  rang  up  to  Samsad Lari  who

informed  that  he  had  already  paid  sum  of  Rs.50,000/-  to  the

accused.  In  the  FIR  it  is  written  that   the  accused  had  already

extorted an amount of Rs.50,000/- from  Majid Lari.

8. PW  2  stated  that  at  the  relevant  time  he  along  with  the

informant were at Tinsukia PS as one of their friend Mazid Lari was

arrested. Then he met the accused Jayanta Das at the PS, who was

drunk  at  that  time.  The  accused  abused  and  threatened  the

informant and Mazid Lari.  Then an altercation took place and the

accused and the informant came outside. The accused Jayanta took

Rs.50,000/- from the brother of Mazid Lari for bail of Mazid Lari. But

the said money was returned to the brother of Mazid then and there

by the accused in his presence. During cross examination he stated

that he stated to police that on 28.01.2014 at about 7:40 PM Javed
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called him to the cosmetic shop near Sani Mandir and accordingly he

met him and Md. Adil there; he came to know that Mazid Lari was

arrested by police;  one courier came in his name contains pistol;

they asked him whether he know anything regarding that; but he

knew those facts from them only; in the meantime Sajid Lari called

him from the phone number 03612634103 and asked him to enquire

about the incident and to make the case light; he told him that he

will try to enquire about the matter; he also told him to talk with

Arjun, if he go to the PS; he told that he will go to the PS with his

friend but they were not allow to meet; then Sajid again told him

over phone that one reporter named Rohney met police and asked

PW 2 to meet him, if they want to manage the case and want to

rescue Majid and if the matter should not be published in news; he

met Rohney at the PS and also went to his house at Bordoloi Nagar;

PW 2 told him that he will see the matter in the morning; in the next

morning PW 2 again met him and PW 2 told him that the case will be

managed but they had to pay Rs.1 lac for that; PW 2 informed the

matter to Sajid who asked PW 2 to take the money from his brother;

PW  2  accordingly  took  Rs.1  lac  from  Samsad  and  paid  Rohney

Rs.50,000/- and told that the remaining amount will be paid later on;

PW 2 informed the matter to Nausad also; but later on Rohney did

not do the work and Rohney threatened Majid at the PS to publish a

news by stating Majid as ISI; then Afroz Khan @ Munna Khan asked

PW 2 to whom he paid the money when PW 2 told that he paid

Rs.50,000/- to Ronney, they asked the matter to Rohney and Rohney

returned the money which was kept in his car to Munna Khan @

Afroz Khan.

9. PW 3 stated that a  case was filed against Mazid Lari under

Arms Act and in that connection he was arrested. On 29.01.2014 he

along with the brother of Majid Lari were standing in front of Tinsukia

PS. Then Babar Ali came out from Tinsukia PS and told him that one

person named Rohney threatened the informant and Majid Lari that

it  will  be publish that  they were ISI  agents.  One Abbas was also

present there, who told that Rohney asked for Rs.1 lac from Samsad,

who was  the elder  brother  of  Majid  Lari  and accordingly  Samsad
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gave the money to Abbas. Then he enquired about the matter from

Abbas who told him that he gave Rs.50,000/- to Rohney and kept

Rs.50,000/-  with  him.  When  he  asked  Rohney  about  the  money,

Rohney returned Rs.50,000/- which was kept in the dickie of his car.

The remaining Rs.50,000/-  was given to Nausad, who is the elder

brother of Mazid by Abbas. During cross examination he stated that

he did not witness when Abbas gave money to Rohney. He stated

that he came to know the entire matter as told by Babar, i.e. the

informant.

10. PW 4  stated  that  at  that  time  he  was  working  as  camera

person at Prag News and UC channel. The accused Jayanta Das @

Rohney was working as news reporter at Prag News. He received a

phone call from an unknown number that some arms will come to a

shop at Modi market and they were called there for news coverage.

He  informed  the  matter  to  the  accused  Rohney  and  he  and  the

accused  went  to  the  said  shop.  They  saw  a  pistol  which  was

unpacked from a courier. They had made a news and came back.

During cross examination he stated that he did not state to police

that police came to the shop of Majid Lari and seized one pistol; later

on, Abbas called the accused Rohney for several times; he gave the

mobile number of Rohney to Abbas; later on he suspected that both

of them had discussed many things without his knowledge; he came

to know that Abbas demanded money from Majid Lari by threatening

him to broadcast news by making Majid as ISI agent; for that a case

was registered against him; earlier also he heard some allegations

against Rohney of demanding money in this way; for such act his

name was published in news earlier also.

11. PW 5 is the IO. He stated that the then IO Lt. Binod Phangshu

examined the informant, Md. Abash, Md. Afroz Khan @ Munna, Md.

Nasad Ahmed and Md. Majid Ahmed Lari  @ Arjun at the PS.  The

accused Jayanta Das @ Rohney was appeared at Tinsukia PS with

the order of anticipatory bail from the Hon'ble Addl. Session Judge,

Tinsukia and had submitted the charge sheet. He further stated that

PW 4 stated to him that police came to the shop of Majid Lari and
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seized one pistol;  later  on,  Abbas  called the accused Rohney for

several times; he gave the mobile number of Rohney to Abbas; later

on  he  suspected  that  both  of  them  had  discussed  many  things

without  his  knowledge;  later  on  he  came  to  know  that  Abbas

demanded money from Majid Lari by threatening him to broadcast

news by making Majid as ISI agent; for that a case was registered

against him; earlier also he heard some allegations against Rohney

of  demanding  money  in  this  way;  for  such  act  his  name  was

published in news. During cross examination he stated that PW 2

stated to him that with intent to victimise Majid Lari  he sent the

pistol  to  Majid  Lari  in  courier;  later  on  police  arrested  him  after

investigation and unveiled the truth; he did so to grab money from

Majid Lari though Majid was his friend he did not like some of his

works; he extorted money through media and for that he choosed

Rohney.

12. These  are  the  evidences  adduced by  the  prosecution  side.

From these evidence it  is seen that according to the FIR and the

evidence of PW 1 the accused had threatened the informant as well

as  Majid  Lari  inside the PS.  Majid  Lari  was  not  examined by  the

prosecution side in this case. Apart from that it is quiet surprising as

to how the accused had threatened them inside the PS. According to

the witnesses there were police personnel also at the PO. Thus, in

such circumstance threatening the informant and Majid Lari by the

accused is unbelivable. Police personnel present there were also not

examined by the prosecution side. Again, PW 2 has stated that the

accused had taken money for bail  of Majid Lari only, whereas the

story of the FIR is totally different. PW 4 has again stated a different

story. He has not stated anything about any demand by the accused.

Again PW 1 has stated that Jayanta Das had taken Rs.50,000/- from

Md. Samsad Lari. However, PW 3 stated that Jayanta Das has taken

Rs.50,000/- from PW 2 Abbas. But Abbas has not stated anything like

that. Samsad Lari was not examined by the prosecution side. Under

such  circumstance  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  the  chain  of

circumstance,  here,  is  not  fully  established.  The  prosecution  side

could not prove the case beyond reasonable doubt as to what had
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actually happened. Hence, due to absence of sufficient evidence, I

hold  that  the  case  aganist  the  accused  is  not  proved  beyond

reasonable doubt and the benefit of doubt will go to the accused. As

such, I hold that on 29.01.2014 the accused had put the informant in

fear of grievous hurt with intent to commit extortion or threatened

the informant with dire consequences.

 Hence Point No. (i) and (ii) are decided negative. 

13.            From the above discussions I come to the conclusion that

prosecution  has  failed  to  establish  the  allegations  against  the

accused. Hence Sri Jayanta Das @ Rohney is acquitted on benefit of

doubt from the case. Bail bond is extended for next six months. I set

the accused in liberty forthwith.          

  Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this 13 th

day of November, 2019.

(C. Khanikar)
  Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia
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A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

P.W. 1: Md. Babar Ali Khan, the Informant

P.W.2: Md. Abbas

P.W.3: Md. Afroz Khan

P.W.4: Sri Dipankar Bardhan

P.W.5: Sri Leanish Pegu, the IO

Witness for the defence:

Nil 

Exhibits: 

1. F.I.R     ………………………………………  Ext. 1

2. Charge sheet………………………………..Ext. 2

3. Statement of Dipankar Bardhan …......Ext. 3

       

(C. Khanikar)
  Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia
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